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Myron Stout, Untitled, 1950. Oil on canvas, 18 x 24 inches. Private collection.

Certain artists define themselves as much by what they sidestep as by what they
assimilate. Living through an extraordinarily rich period in the development of American
art, Myron Stout was at once highly aware of what was happening around him and ever
determined to go his own way. But he did so quietly, lending his work a tranquil air of
objectivity that sets it apart even from other potentially comparable figures of his time
who also belonged, like Stout, to no specific movement. For example, it would be
tempting to compare Stout’s work with the directness and large, relatively simple forms
found in Ellsworth Kelly’s paintings. However, Stout’s morphologies are altogether unlike
Kelly’s—witness the slight twist to the U shape in Untitled (Number 3, 1954) (Fig. 1)—
as is his fundamental recourse to black and white, as well as the far more modest dimensions in which he worked. Likewise, Agnes Martin also springs to mind. Again, though,
to yoke the two artists would be a mismatch, not least because of Martin’s consistently
rectilinear effects, her preference for pallor, and the idiosyncratic texture to her scrims of
pigment.Thirdly, Stout does have something in common with Paul Feeley’s archaiclooking compositions and their biomorphic vocabulary. Nevertheless, the palettes of the
two artists are far removed, while Feeley’s almost ludic propensity for serial, formal permutations is at odds with Stout’s serenity. Thus far, Stout seems to stand completely apart.
Yet Stout knew and analyzed what his contemporaries were doing to the extent
that he almost appears to have been an artworld insider. As early as December 1, 1950,
we find him writing in his journal about Barnett Newman, who had only had his first
one-man show that January. Typically, Stout’s verdict was complex, noting that Newman
“has a dryly lyrical quality, and a highly personal way of using basically rough-formed but
over-refined shapes.” Stout sounds at the same time an admirer of Newman and slightly
critical, as if he were simultaneously with and against him. This subtle ambiguity, which
informs his journals, also underlies his art, lending it an in-between sort of character.
However, do the verticals and geometry seen in, say, the Museum of Modern Art’s
untitled 1950 charcoal (Fig. 4) stem from Newman? Certainly not. Furthermore, their
slight irregularity—which initiates the merest rhythmic pulse throughout the image—
also sets Stout aside from his deeply admired predecessor Piet Mondrian and the
subsequent production of his acolytes, the American Abstract Artists group. In short, Stout
defies settled definition. The critic Dore Ashton’s words about Philip Guston fit Stout as
well; he is a “yes, but …” painter rather than an “either/or…” one. Stout’s output seems
full of possibilities broached yet never quite altogether completed (no wonder that he
famously proceeded with extreme slowness). This is part and parcel of its strange charm.

Barnett Newman, The Promise, 1949. Oil on canvas, 511⁄2 × 681⁄8 inches.
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; gift of Adriana and Robert Mnuchin 2000.338.
© 2016 The Barnett Newman Foundation, New York /Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York. Digital Image © Whitney Museum, N.Y.

Stout’s oeuvre in black and white represents a distillation of these and other
qualities—such that it embodies the core of his vision. On his own admission, Stout first
tried painting in black and white in 1949, evidently spurred by Willem de Kooning’s
contemporary monochrome abstractions—and, once more, Stout’s paintings are light
years distant from what influenced them. It took Stout around another five years until he
finally began to master this mode. Henceforth black and white predominated, although it
should be mentioned that until then, and perhaps for a while afterwards, Stout also
painted color abstractions. Composed of banks of small rectangular slabs stacked into
diagonal files so as to suggest perspectival recession, these bright paintings are so remote
from Stout’s mature black-and-white pieces that they almost seem to have been done by
another artist. Again, we might say this decenters Stout by adding a contrary dimension to
his creative makeup. Consequently, the color abstractions resemble a backdrop, albeit an
alluring one, that throws into relief the antithetical sparseness and stability of the blackand-white canvases and works on paper.
The genesis of the black-and-white work is itself thought-provoking. In the fall
of 1952 Stout turned to reading aloud literature that he had not revisited since his college
days—namely, classical Greek plays and myths, particularly by Aeschylus and Sophocles.
What Stout felt to be the “tragic poignance” of Agamemnon especially somehow infiltrated the abstract canvases that began a year or two later. Exactly how this tenor informs
these canvases is hard to describe. One way to put it would be to fasten on their Spartan
cast. It is as though a world had been reduced to elemental essentials, hieratic emblems of
some unfathomable cult for which only the gravitas of black and white were becoming.

Nor is it really accurate to describe these pictures as abstractions. On the contrary,
their elusive allure lies in their allusiveness. In Apollo (Fig. 7) the shapes manage to suggest
ideas as disparate as a sun framed by bull’s horns, an uplifted votive offering, and some
mysterious urn and its exposed contents. Elsewhere, there are hints of tridents (Hierophant)
(Fig. 9), shields (Aegis) (Fig. 16), and helmets (Tereisias II ) (Fig. 10). For these reasons, the
imagery is metamorphic and metaphoric—because its identities are shifting, slippery, and
liable to evoke humanoid and object-like associations (the Greek root for metaphor,
metaphérein, literally means a carrying over of one meaning to another). Here a comment
of Stout’s is pertinent: “With black and white … you have to find out how to use them so
they are sensuous and organic, rather than, say, intellectual or mental.” These are paintings
about quiddity rather than empty expositions of ideas. Furthermore, the customary dryness
of Stout’s oil surfaces (he specifically used the most matte varnish possible) enhances their
feel of being objects raised from some deep time. From Adolph Gottlieb’s pictographs to
Brice Marden’s paintings inspired by the Greek landscape, dryness has been linked to the
archaic, to what the art historian E.H. Gombrich memorably termed a “preference for the
primitive” compared to the glitz and gloss of more ostensibly “modern” styles.
Nor was Stout’s recourse to a species of primitivism without precedent in
American art. On the contrary, a striking and hitherto unremarked parallel exists in the
fact that a decade before Stout delved into ancient Greek myths and imagery, Gottlieb
and Mark Rothko had looked to identical source material for their titles and symbolism.
For example, the subject of Rothko’s Omen of the Eagle (1942) derived from Agamemnon.
Indeed, at least two of Stout’s titles—Tereisias and Hierophant—are identical (apart from
the slightly different transliterate spelling in the former) to those of two Rothko paintings,
respectively from 1944 and 1945. But was Stout emulating Rothko? Art historically,
nothing indicates this was the case. In fact, Stout’s words imply the exact opposite:
“With Rothko, I am the least impressed of all.” Bearing this disjunction in mind, allied
to the many other instances where the artist looks to be both in synch with his
contemporaries and distanced from them, it makes sense to call Stout an “asider”*—
that is, someone who is both an insider and an outsider.
As Stout reached full maturity in the mid-1950s, and onwards until ill health
stopped him working at the end of the 1970s, he grew closer and more removed from his
milieu—a paradox that befits an asider. On the one hand, the play of positive and negative
forms in his oils, intensified by the idiosyncrasy of their contours, is ultimately about
rhythm, spatiality, and flatness. This is a clear legacy from Stout’s teacher Hans Hofmann

and his push/pull theories of energizing
the dynamics of a composition. On the
other hand, the centrality of draftsmanship
to these works cannot but recall J.-A.-D.
Ingres’s famous maxim: “Drawing is the
probity of art.” Similarly, when Stout
moved wholeheartedly into the medium
of graphite on paper, he came closer than
ever to another nineteenth-century
exemplar, Georges Seurat. Common to
Stout’s drawings and Seurat’s is not just
their preoccupation with conjuring light
and atmosphere from the very grain of the
grisaille-toned paper. Both artists also took
a special delight in carving curvaceous
presences out of light and darkness as if in
homage to the feel of the human body
itself, even as Stout’s handling of scale
Georges Seurat, Seated Nude: Study for ‘Une Baignade’, concentrated itself into that of an exquisite
1883. Conté crayon on cream paper, 121⁄2 x 93⁄4 inches. miniaturist. In one drawing tiny discs and
Scottish National Gallery.
arcs, like celestial bodies, speak for Stout’s
version of the harmony of the spheres.
In two others from 1977–79 (Fig. 14 and 15) he appears instead to summon the spirit of
minimalism. By turns somatic and abstract, classical and modern, the beauty of Stout’s
artistic achievement fits no pigeonhole.
*

*

*
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* The literary critic Dennis Donoghue coined this neologism in relation to Walter Pater.
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*Myron Stout acknowledged the very able help of his studio assistant, Charles R. Anderson, on these works.
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